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I. Introduction. A widely used constitutive equation for nonlinear elastodiffusion
[e.g., Hirth (1980), Larche and Cahn (1985), Li, et al. (1996), Lufrano, et al. (1996), and
Sofronis (1995)] is

(T1J As"kfcSij ~f- 2fJj£ij (3A ■(- 2j (1)

k1°tt
C = C0e3A+2", (2)

where C denotes the concentration of the diffused atoms, Co the concentration in the
absence of stress, a the coefficient of expansion, k,2 = with vh being the vol-
ume change due to a single solute atom, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is absolute
temperature; <Xy, £y, A, /i are the stress and strain tensors and the Lame moduli, re-
spectively, and repeated indices imply the summation convention. For an extensive list
of references on the above constitutive relation, the reader is referred to the references
in the above-mentioned articles.

The elasticity problem under body forces Fi € L2(Q), boundary displacements hi E
Hx'2(Cl), or tractions fi € H~1/2(fi), defined by the equations

^ij,j ~ Fi in (3)

with

Ui = hi on d£l (4)a

<Tijtij = fi on <9f2, (4)b

is considered. This is an elasticity problem with the body force depending nonlinearly on
the stress. We will prove uniqueness and convergence of the construction of the solution
by iteration. Suppose we knew C 6 Then we can find u £ /f1(Q) by solving
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(3) with boundary conditions (4)a or (4)b regarding C as a body force and/or surface
traction. This amounts to solving a boundary value problem of the equations of elasticity.

II. An important identity and uniqueness. Let us assume that two concentra-
tions C,C' in L2(Q) are given, and let ui,u\ be the corresponding displacements in
Hl{{1), with strains £{j, e'^ and stresses a,3. a'-, respectively. Then we have

aij,j = Fi, aij,j = Fi iri -L (5)

with

Ui = hi, u'i = hi on dfl, (6)a

or

(Jijiij = fi, a'^nj = fi on dfl. (6)b

By considering (5), (6), and (1) we write

0 =- [Ui- U-llcTij - cry J dx = / [m - u'iljlcTij - cry dx
Jn Jn

= [ [A(£fcfc - e'kkf + 2nieij - £ij)(£ij - 4/)] dx (7)
Jn

- [ (3A + 2n)a(C - C')(£kk - e'kk)dx.
J si

We note that the inequality

/ {A(ekk - 4fe)2 + - e'ij){£ij ~ 4;)} dx > (3 j (ekk - e'kk)2 dx (8)
Jn Jn

where

f 3A+2^ in all cases, ,
P={ 3 (9)

I A + 2fi in the case of boundary conditions (4)a

holds identically.
From (7), (8), (9), (1), and Schwarz's inequality,

P / {ekk ~ e'kk)2 dx< [\{ekk - e'kk) + 2/x(eZJ - e\ - ^ )] da:
Jn

= (3A + 2fi)a [ {C-C'){ekk-e'kk)<
Jn

I dx

s 1/2 , f , 1/2
< (3A + 2ii)a { I (C - C')2 dx j | J (ekk - e'kk)2 dx \ .

(10)

si J
From (10) it follows that

\2~,2
j^{ekk - e'kk)2 dx < (3A +j£] f^C - C')2 dx. (11)
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From the constitutive equation (2) with ekk = £, it follows that C = g(£), so that

£ = 2>aC + -p1 In C — ̂ -lnC0,
k2 fc2

(14 1
dC ~ a+k^C'

and

dg L 1 1 1
S d£ = _a + (Jc < I <12)

We can observe that (12) is really a consequence of the positive definiteness of the elastic
energy. Indeed, setting C = g{ekk) — <?(0) + g{0) in (1), we have

®ij = ^kk^ij ~t~ (3A -f- 2/i)ck[f/(sfc/c) ^(0)](^j (3A + 2fj,)ag(0)dij. (13)

Considering that the last term in (13) is constant hydrostatic pressure, and, by making
use of the mean-value theorem, we have for the remaining part that

/ (JijEij dx= {Ae2kk + ~ (3A + 2fj,)a[g(ekk) ~ g(0)]£kk dx}
Jn Jn

3A + 2Mg2k _ (3A + 2fi)ag'{04k>-fJn

= f (3A + 2[i)s
Jn

dx (14)

^ - ag'(0 dx,

which is positive definite if g' < identical with (12), which makes it clear that the
constitutive relation (2) has a strong physical foundation.

Let us assume now that C and C' satisfy the constitutive equation (2). Hence, from
(12) and the mean-value theorem,

f (C - C'f dx < / {skk ~ 4fc)2 dx- (15)

Hence, (15) and (11), together with (9), give

(£kk - e'kkf dx < / {ekk -e'kkfdx, (16)
Jn Jn

and hence, ekk = e'kk, and from (15) also C = C'. Hence from (10), £,j = e'-, and thus
u,i = u'j, and the two solutions coincide, i.e., we proved uniqueness.

III. Existence and construction of the solution.

Algorithm. Let us construct sequences C°, C1,... and u1, u2,... as follows:
(a) C° ee 0.
(b) Given Cm G L2, construct um+l G H1, with strains £™+1, by solving (5) and (6)

with C assumed known, equal to Cm.
(c) Compute Cm+1 through

cm+1 = g(eTk+1)-

Note that Cm+1 G L2(fl) because of (12).
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We claim that

um — u, Cm

and thus (u,C) is a solution of our boundary value problem (fixed point).

To prove convergence of the above algorithm, in the case of the boundary value prob-
lem (6)a, no further assumption is necessary. In the case of the boundary value problem
(6)b, the assumption is that C is pointwise bounded, C < M, or, equivalently, Ekk is
pointwise bounded. Indeed,

JuKk+1 ~ tkk? < {3X+p22^a2 JjCm - C"1"1)2 dx. (17)

From this we need to derive

J&1 ~ 4l)2 dx < j2 j(eft - £fcfc-1)2 dx, (18)

where 7 < 1.
Now, in the case of the boundary value problem (6)a, we use (3 = A + 2fi, from (9).

Using also (12) and the mean-value theorem, from (17) it follows that

dx < ja(sa - dx. (19)

Note that 7 = 3(A+2^) < 1-

In the case of the boundary value problem (6)b, 3 = 3A+2^. However, because of the
assumption C < M, from (12),

%<( 3o+ '
di~ \ k2My

Then (17) with the use of the mean-value theorem yields

[ fgm+1 r-m}2rlr< (^ + 2/x) a o , 1 f ( m _ m-l\2 j
J^kk kk> — (3A+2/lx)2 Jq (20)

9

Hence 7 = ——^— < 1.
i+ 3 k2Ma

Thus (18) has been established, and it follows that eft —> in L2. Then the mean-
value theorem implies Cm —> C in L2. Then e^ —> £y in L2 and hence um —> u in
H1.

We have thus proved that the solution exists and can be constructed by iteration; it
is also unique. The good behavior of this problem is due to the fact that the concentra-
tion law (2) is physically founded and consistent with positive definiteness (pointwise)
requirements of the energy. The limit is actually sharper for the boundary value problem
of displacement if we look for positiveness in the integral sense.

The above procedure also addresses the question of whether the solution may converge
near singular points of the stress, such as near crack tips. The answer is positive for the
boundary value problem of displacement. For the boundary value problem of traction, if
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£kk is not pointwise bounded, then the iteration will not converge, and this may be the
case at crack-tips.

IV. Extension to a more general body force function. The previous problem
may be generalized to a more general constitutive relationship where, instead of (1), we
have

&ij — ^Ekk^ij F\ij (^-13 ) • (21)

The analysis follows a similar procedure, and (7) now becomes

0 = - [Ui- u'iWcrij - CTij\j dx= [Ui - u'iljltTij - a\ •] dx
Jn Jn

= [ {A(ekk - e'kk)2 + - e• - e\ •)} dx (22)
Jn

- / - £ij)lFij{eij) ~ FiMj)] dx;
Jn

from (22) and the inequality (8), as before, it follows that

/ hj - £ij}[Fij(£rs) - Fij(e ;s)] dx>p[ (Ei:j - £■ )2 dx. (23)
Jet Jn

Proceeding as before we use the mean-value theorem

\Fij{ers) — Fij{e'rs)\ < ||VF|| \eij - e'|, (24)

where ||VF|| is the maximum norm of the gradient in the domain.
From (23) and (24) it follows that

\\^F\\ [ (£ij - e'ij)2 dx > p f (£ij - e^)2 dx, (25)
Jn J n

so that for contraction we require

||VF|| L (26)
We may note that, in addition to uniqueness and existence, stability of the solution

with respect to perturbation of the body force Fi or the boundary conditions hi, fa, can
also be established following the above procedure.
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